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Our brief

Amal’s Pantry brings the age-old tradition of basbas - or 
somali spice sauce - to British meal-times. With a fresh 
approach that bridges exotic taste with western style, 
Amal’s range of basbas sauces connect elements from the 
founder’s past and present, giving life to her vision of a 
sauce that gathers people around the modern ‘hearth’ to 
share, enjoy and rekindle the ancient marriage of food & 
fables.



The brand

This brand guideline document is your guide to 
communicating visually and verbally across all touchpoints. 
This means that your brand performs consistently, 
representing your values and effectively targeting the 
psychographic group of consumers we identified. 

This document should guide how you use your brand assets 
from font to logo and copy style. To make sure your style is 
consistent. All the assets in this document are available in 
your dropbox folder in a range of formats, sizes and 
colours.



Brand soul - (and why you should have 
one)

Your ‘soul’ is a distillation of all of your potential consumer facing 
messaging into one clear, compelling and ownable brand 
proposition. 

It’s the internal way of capturing who you are so that everyone is 
consciously working towards the same goal. 

It’s the driving force behind everything you do and helps express 
your philosophy through how you look, act, and engage. 



What does Amal’s 
Pantry stand for?

The spirit of 
Adventure

Nurture / 
care

Health 
/ Good 
for you

The 
freedom & 
strength to 
explore 

Nourishing 
young minds

Vegan

Good for 
the 
planet

Not 
disruptive 
enough

Positivity
Embrace life 
with passion 
and purpose

Gathering 
new 
experiences

World 
with no 
borders

Feed your 
senses 
feed your 
story 
share with the 
world

Make a 
difference



Brand Soul  

Thinking

Eating together creates a culture of 
sharing more than just food, it 
breaks down barriers - barriers to 
true communication and barriers to 
cultural differences. It turns a 
standard meal into an experience 
that we remember long after the 
table is cleared.

But the modern world is pretty 
hectic, and though we’re more 
connected, we’re also more isolated 
than ever before.

feed
the
fable

And so we eat alone, even when 
we’re in company. Sharing digitally, 
but missing that closeness and 
spontinatity of storytelling that 
comes when people break bread 
together. 

As consumers turn to brands to give 
them the connection their primal 
nature craves, Amal’s Pantry invites 
us to slow down, experience more, 
eat great food and create new 
traditions filled with creativity and 
fable.  



Brand Soul  

Consumer Target

   
25-65 adventurous storytellers. 
Slightly female biased, urban, 
healthy actives – part of the 
‘wanderlust’ and ‘slow food’ 
movements. 

Personality type / archetype - The 
Explorer - life defined by the 
experiences you have and share.  

feed the 
fable

Wellthy’ explorers who seek to 
experience life through their 
senses.

Will look to brands to enhance 
their life with story and meaning.

Seek our new and exciting 
brands, stay loyal to brands who 
keep them inspired.

ENFP - Extroverted, intuitive, 
feeling, perceiving (Myers 
Briggs).



Brand tagline 

Feed the fable



Brand Tone of Voice 
Tone of voice is how the character of your business comes through in 
the words you write and speak. It’s not about what you say, but rather 
the way you say it. Whether it’s formal or casual, punchy or flowing, 
your company’s tone of voice will make an impression on everyone who 
reads or hears you.
Your tone of voice is an important part of your company’s DNA and it 
needs to be carefully cultivated and protected. That’s because in 
today’s crowded content world, having a strong, discernable tone of 
voice can give you a powerful competitive advantage.



Brand tone of voice

Your primary message  -  Live adventurous

Your secondary message - Sharing is caring

Your tertiary message - Healthy mind, healthy body

When writing 
content, on 
Instagram for 
example,  stick to 
three overarching 
themes. This will 
keep you from 
convoluting the 
message and 
confusing your 
audience, while 
helping more of your 
‘tribe’ find you.



What we are (and what we’re 
not) 
Your brand is Your brand is not

Nurturing Cliche

Caring Trendsetting

Exciting Exclusive

Inspirational Lofty

Adventurous Corporate



Brand TOV  

Amal’s Pantry - Core Personality (these are your brand values and what they mean)

Nurturing - I  believe in feeding the senses and inspiring kindness from within.

Caring - kindness makes the world go round, care is at the heart of my journey.

Exciting - Food is more than functional for me, it’s a story in itself, an new adventure for the senses.

Inspirational - I want to invite the whole world to my table,  sharing creates bonds of understanding. 

Adventurous - Even  the simplest of meals can be the greatest of  adventures when you add flavour 
and friends.



Brand TOV   - How we speak

Your tone of voice is always

Inspirational
Passionate
Warm
Flowing
Informal

Your tone of voice is never

Academic
Practical
Concise
Detached
Preachy
Patronising



Brand TOV 

Defining your tone, what are we saying?

Our tone may also change depending on which type of content we are creating. For example, our 
allergy information or trade communication might be more authoritative than advertising or social 
copy which will be more conversation focused. The following adjectives describe appropriate tones of 
voice for each application -some examples are on the next slide.

Social media / Digital 
marketing

Trade Presenter/ 
communication

Internal or external 
emails

Positive Calm Informal

Inspiring Practical Concise

Outward- looking Passionate Positive



Brand TOV  - What it sounds like

Positive - “Whups, your payment doesn't seem to have 
gone through. Is there anything our team can help 
with?” OR “Sunday stew-day, here’s my recipe for heart 
and belly warming basbas lentil soup”.

Inspiring - “ What if we could change the world one 
sauce at a time?” 

Outward-looking / customer focused  “Head over to 
the blog to see what special things I’ve been cooking 
up for you today”.

Calm - “Amal’s Pantry combines story, tradition and 
innovation in each eco-friendly jar of basbas sauce”.

Concise - The ingredients I are fresh, organic and 
nasties -free.

Passionate - “We believe that change starts 
from within, that’s why each pot is  filled with 
a blend of 100% organic  ingredients,  a dash 
of love and a sprinkle of optimism for a 
future filled with kindness.

Informal - “Stormy days are made for kicking 
back and cooking up a  delicious storm in the 
kitchen, hands up if you’re craving some spice 
this Saturday?”

Practical - “Millennials are on the lookout for 
new and exciting flavours to excite their table, 
my sauces are everything they’re looking for, 
and more.”



Brand TOV - Grammatical conventions 
Word length - Short words are simple and 
direct. 

Sentence length - Shorter sentences give a 
concise style, while longer ones are more 
sedate. You should be able to read the whole 
sentence out loud in a single breath. 

Tempo  - Using shorter average sentence 
length is good, but the key word is ‘average’. 
To keep readers interested, vary the length of 
sentences and paragraphs to give an organic, 
varied rhythm with its own ebbs and flows.

Pronouns - This is a personal brand, always 
use ‘I’ not ‘we’.  When writing for an audience, 
you can use the second person (“you”) or the 
third (“customers” ,“suppliers”).

Contractions -  Contractions are formed of two 
words combined into one, such as “you’re,” 
“don’t,” or “it’s.” Say it’s instead of ‘it is’ for a 
relaxed and informal tone.

Colloquialisms - The definition of “casual” varies 
from speaker to speaker, and from culture to 
culture. Colloquial language is likely to use 
contractions (see above) and may also include 
slang, or even profanity. Avoid millennial slang 
‘tag your bae’, ‘hit me up for a freebie’ do use 
timeless coloquiales - “grab a coffee”.

Punctuation - Do use commas to break up a 
long sentence, use exclamation marks sparsely 
and ellipses (...) never. Avoid use of ALL CAPS.




